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VIDIZMO

AT A GLANCE
VIDIZMO, recognized in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, offers an enterprise video
content management system that allows you to stream LIVE/ON-DEMAND
VIDEOS to both INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL AUDIENCES. These solutions are
trusted by leading commercial enterprises for corporate communication. You
can choose to deploy VIDIZMO solutions on your premises, on the cloud, or in a
hybrid model. Additionally, VIDIZMO natively integrates with most CMS, Video
conferencing solutions, LMS, SSO, and the VIDIZMO team can also provide
customized integrations on request.
Learn more about how VIDIZMO can help your organization in this brochure.

VIDEO

CONFERENCES
CHALLENGE
Video conferences are not over when they end. Organizations struggle with utilizing online meetings to their full potential because
they don’t record the meetings for future reference. And even when they do, finding the recording and specific information within is a
needless hassle. Not every recording is supposed to be seen by everyone and securely sharing the recording is another challenge.

SOLUTION
VIDIZMO integrates with video conferencing solutions like Zoom, Webex, BlueJeans, to automatically ingest recorded meetings and store
them securely. The portal uses artificial intelligence to generate insights allowing users to skip forward to the relevant part of the recording.
Through VIDIZMO, you can securely share the recordings and protect them from unauthorized access using role-based access control
(RBAC), password protection and more.

CORPORATE

EVENTS
CHALLENGE

Corporate events demand a lot of time and money to be set apart which means they can only be conducted so often. The general discomfort that
accompanies travelling and accommodation discourages the attendees. Also, during the pandemic, congregating a crowd of people in an indoor
auditorium is a cause for concern. Conducting such events through video conferencing solutions is unfeasible because It is not scalable and can’t
accommodate the entire workforce of your organization.

SOLUTION
VIDIZMO offers low-latency live streaming that can be scaled to a large audience of hundreds of thousands of viewers. Through VIDIZMO, live
events can be augmented with interactivity such as live chat, live Q&A, surveys, handouts and even quizzes. You can also publish the live event for
on-demand viewing, enabling the audience to come back for quick refreshers, skipping forward to the relevant parts of the videos using insights
generated by artificial intelligence.

CORPORATE

TRAINING & ONBOARDING
CHALLENGE
Corporate training is a recurring event usually carried out in batches. Resources are dedicated to training every few months multiplied by the
departments that need training. Most of the training material is largely the same in each training session. In a classroom setting, it’s difficult to
gauge how much each employee understands, especially when the shy ones avoid participating.

SOLUTION
Corporate training can be conducted effectively using video communication. With VIDIZMO, you can deliver training content to specific users and
groups through prerecorded videos that can be reused in each training session. Employees can go back and watch the videos again whenever
they need a refresher. You can add surveys, quizzes and handouts to the training videos to add to the lesson, measure each employee’s understanding and gather their feedback.

MARKETING

COMMUNICATION
CHALLENGE
You can’t reflect your brand accurately and adequately in communication with prospects, customers and other external stakeholders using free
video streaming platforms. Product launches and demos are rather expensive and are especially hindered during the pandemic. Measuring how
well the marketing videos were received is also difficult.

SOLUTION
VIDIZMO allows you to completely rebrand the portal to reflect your own corporate brand to your viewers. It generates detailed analytics to
give insights about how far the video reached, where viewers tended to drop off, as well as any problems with the video stream, like buffering
and player load time, through line graphs, pie charts and heat maps. VIDIZMO allows you to add surveys to videos to collect feedback from
the viewers.

KEY FEATURES
BRANDING
VIDIZMO offers a white labelled video platform that you can brand according to your identity; add a customized
background, upload an image and change background colors, and can also customize the portal domain. Moreover,
you can customize the portal's layout through CSS.

LIVE & ON-DEMAND VIDEO
VIDIZMO allows you to upload videos, or conduct a live stream internally or externally, record and make it available as
video-on-demand.

AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION &TRANSCRIPTION
VIDIZMO offers a multilingual platform. You can automatically translate and transcribe live and on-demand
videos in 12+ languages.

INTEGRATION
VIDIZMO allows you to integrate with your existing IT systems or applications such as LMS, CRM, SSO, ERP,
video conferencing systems, etc.

ADAPTIVE BITRATE STREAMING
VIDIZMO allows you to stream high-quality videos on any device such as mobile, laptop, etc.

USERS & GROUPS
VIDIZMO allows you to maintain your organization's hierarchy by separating content according to your department;
allowing you to share videos with relevant individuals or groups only. Moreover, VIDIZMO allows you to restrict
users by limiting control within the applications.

ANNOTATIONS
VIDIZMO allows annotations in videos to achieve a lot within a limited canvas of a video frame.

FRAME BY FRAME ANALYSIS
VIDIZMO allows you to center on a single instance of a video. You can pause the video at any specific instance
and seek it forward or backward by a single frame.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO EXPERIENCE
VIDIZMO allows you to have interactive two-way communication by inserting quizzes, handouts and surveys in
on-demand and live videos, and through live chat and Q&A during a live or recorded broadcast.

WHY LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS
PREFER VIDIZMO?
FLEXIBILITY
Customized integrations, features and deployment options (Cloud, On-Premises or
Hybrid) to solve your unique challenges.

SECURITY
Our solutions offer customizable security policies, content usage policies and deployment
options to fulfill your security needs.

COMPLIANCES

Our solutions are designed to ensure numerous regional compliances from content storage,
processing to usage.

TECHNOLOGY AGNOSTIC
We easily integrate and add Value to your existing IT solutions and infrastructure.

CUSTOMER-FIRST BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We successfully help you deliver video projects from start to end.

USER MANAGEMENT
Manage employee usage of video solutions on a granular level in terms of content
usage, rights, budgeting and much more.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
Our solutions are multilingual and are available in more than 140 countries.
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